Abstract-The safety control problem for the class of blocktriangular order preserving hybrid automata with imperfect state information is addressed. A dynamic feedback law is proposed, which exploits the order preserving properties of the dynamics to construct state estimation and control algorithms that have linear complexity in the number of variables. The proposed algorithms are applied to a collision avoidance problem arising in the context of intelligent transportation.
system to four or five continuous variables and to two or three discrete states. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms are not guaranteed to terminate [3] , [4] . To reduce the computational load, approximate algorithms have been proposed to compute an over-approximation of the backward reachable set of the unsafe set [7] [8] [9] . The safety control problem with imperfect or partial state information has been scarcely addressed in the literature. Pioneering work in this direction can be found in [10] and in [11] , for example. In [10] , a controller that relies on a state estimator is proposed for finite state systems. The results are then extended to control a class of rectangular hybrid automata with imperfect state information. The proposed algorithm has exponential complexity in the size of the system. In [11] , a partial order approach is proposed for the design of computationally efficient state estimation and control algorithms. In such work, only discrete dynamic feedback is considered. Also, no algorithm is provided to compute the set of initial states in the state space from which a state estimation-based control strategy would work.
In this paper, we propose a solution for the dynamic control of block triangular order preserving hybrid automata under imperfect state information. The proposed approach relies on an approximate computation of the uncontrollable predecessor as performed in [7] [8] [9] . However, a control law that relies on a state estimator is constructed to handle imperfect state information. The state estimation and control algorithms are constructed exploiting the partial order structure associated with the system dynamics. By virtue of this structure, our algorithms have linear complexity with the number of variables.
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section II, we provide some preliminary notions on partial orders, transition systems, and we define the escape set. In Section III, we introduce the block triangular order preserving hybrid automaton model. In Section IV, we introduce the state estimator while the dynamic controller is constructed in Section V. Finally, Section VI proposes two application examples arising in the context of intelligent transportation.
II. P ,  ,   
A partial order [12] is a set P with a partial order relation "≤", and we denote it by the pair (P, ≤). For all x, w ∈ P, the sup{x, w}, denoted x w, is the smallest element that is larger than both x and w. The inf{x, w}, denoted x w, is the largest element that is smaller than both x and w. If S ⊆ P, S := sup S and S := inf S . If x w ∈ X and x w ∈ X for all x, w ∈ X, then (X, ≤) is a lattice. Any interval sublattice of (P, ≤) is given by [L, U] = {w ∈ P | L ≤ w ≤ U} for L, U ∈ P. That is, this special sublattice can be represented by only two elements. Let (P, ≤) and (Q, ≤) be partially ordered sets. A map f :
An order isomorphism is always order continuous. A particular partial order that we will consider in the sequel, is the power set of a set S , that is, the set of all subsets of S , denoted 2 S , ordered according to inclusion relation. This partial order will be denoted by (2 S , ⊆). We introduce the escape set for the general modeling formalism of transition systems (see [6] , for example) as the notion of escape set is independent on whether the system has continuous or discrete variables. A transition system with output is a tuple Σ = (S , I, Y, τ, γ), in which S is a (possibly infinite) set of states, I is a set of inputs, Y is a set of outputs, τ : S × I → S is a transition map, and γ : Y → 2 S is the output map. We denote a state by s ∈ S and an input by u ∈ I. If a state s ∈ γ(y), we say that s is compatible with measurement y. Also, we will say that an output measurement y is compatible with state s if s ∈ γ(y). An execution of Σ is an infinite sequence {s
An input sequence is denoted by {u k } k∈N and an output sequence by {y k } k∈N , in which y k is such that s k ∈ γ(y k ). For transition system Σ, we define the operatorτ :
Given an output sequence of Σ, {y k } k∈N , corresponding to the execution {s k } k∈N , the set of all states at step k that are compatible with such output sequence up to step k and with the system transition map is given bŷ
One can verify that s k ∈ŝ k for all k. We refer to equations (1) as a state estimator for the transition system Σ. A state estimator-based control strategy is one in which the control law depends onŝ, that is, u = g(ŝ) forŝ ⊆ S . We define the notationτ
. Definition 1: Let B ⊆ S be a bad set of states. The escape set E for system Σ = (S , I, Y, τ, γ) is defined as
E is the set of all subsets of S such that if the state estimator is initialized with one of such subsets of S , then there will be an output sequence for which the state estimate at a later time will intersect the bad set no matter what input sequence is applied to the system. This definition is analogous to the one in [10] . To maintain safety, we must thus guarantee that the state estimator (1) will never have as a state one of the sets in E. For a system Σ with only discrete states, set E can be computed in a finite number of steps [10] , but the algorithm computation scales exponentially with the number of states. For a system Σ with also continuous states, the computation of E is impractical because the sets are infinite. Therefore, instead of considering E ∈ 2 S , we consider another set. That is, we consider the smallest set E ⊆ S containing B, if it exists, with the property that if the state estimate does not intersect it, there is an input sequence that will guarantee that the state estimate will never intersect E at a later time. This is formally stated as follows.
Problem 1: (State estimator-based safety control problem) Determine the smallest set E ⊆ S with B ⊆ E, if it exists, and a dynamic feedback law
Since s k ∈ŝ k for all k, the dynamic control law given in Problem 1 guarantees that the state of the system never enters the bad set B. In general, the set E could be the entire space S even if E is not equal to the entire 2 S . For the class of systems that we consider here, this will not be the case. In particular, we will show that we can have an overapproximation of E, called E, to be the same as the one obtained for the full information case, which was shown to be a tight overapproximation of the escape set for the full information case [13] .
III. B     
We start by defining the discrete time hybrid automaton in a way analogous to the continuous time counterpart [3] .
Definition 2: A discrete time hybrid automaton is a tuple H = (Q, X, I, ι, Y, f, Dom, R, γ), in which Q = {q 1 , ..., q m } is a set of discrete states (or modes); X = R p is the set of continuous states; I = I D × I C , is the set of discrete and continuous inputs, respectively; ι : Q → 2 I is a function that attaches to each discrete state the set of enabled inputs; Y is a set of outputs; f : Q × X × I C → X is the continuous state update function; Dom : Q → 2 X is a map that for each mode establishes the domain in X in which such mode holds; R : Q × X × I D → Q is the discrete state update map, which for any current discrete state, continuous state, and input determines the new discrete state; γ : Y → 2 X is the output map.
We denote by q ∈ Q the mode, by x ∈ X the continuous state, by u ∈ I C the continuous input, and by σ ∈ I D the discrete input. We assume that the reset function is static, that is, it does not contain memory of previous discrete states. Thus, we have that q = R(x, σ). We make an explicit distinction between two types of modes: the modes q such that Dom(q) = R p and the modes q such that Dom(q) R p . In particular, we assume that a transition to a mode with Dom(q) = R p can happen only by a suitable choice of discrete input σ ∈ I D , while a transition to a mode with Dom(q) R p can happen only autonomously and thus cannot be controlled. This is formalized by the following structure of R:
in which we define R(
Also, we assume that for any mode with
In the sequel, we use the notation Q := {q ∈ Q | Dom(q) R p }. Hybrid automaton H corresponds to the transition system Σ H = (S , I, Y, τ, γ), in which S = X, I = I D ×I C . An input u ∈ I is a pair u = (u, σ), in which u ∈ I C and σ ∈ I D . The transition map is given by τ(x, u) := f (R(x, σ), x, u) with q = R(x, σ) and u ∈ ι(q). Finally, γ : Y → 2 X . Thus, the definition of escape set for H is the same as the definition of escape set for transition system Σ H as given in Definition 1.
Definition 3: Let (R n , ≤) be the partial order established according to component-wise ordering. A triangular order preserving hybrid automaton is a hybrid automaton
We assume that the set of discrete states with Dom(q) = R n is a lattice with minimum α and with maximum
order preserving in all of its arguments. Additionally, f i is one-one and onto in x i , that is, fixed x i+1 , .., x n , q, u, for any x ′ i there is one and only one x i such that
We denote the first one by f
.., x n ) and the second one by f
Item (v) of the above definition implies that there is a bounded measurement uncertainty for each continuous variable. The parallel composition of a number of triangular order preserving hybrid automata generates a blocktriangular order preserving hybrid automaton. This is made more precise by defining the parallel composition of hybrid automata in a way similar to [14] .
Definition 5: A block triangular order preserving hybrid automaton is the parallel composition of N triangular order preserving hybrid automata
represent the continuous state, the discrete state, the continuous input, and the discrete input of the triangular hybrid automaton H i , respectively. Then, in each mode q = (q 1 , ..., q N ) of the hybrid automaton H = H 1 ||...||H N , the continuous state update map has the following form
in which primed variables denote updated variables. In the sequel, we will use the notation
For this system, we model the safety requirement by requesting that the state x never enter the bad set
In the sequel, we denote L = (L 1 , ..., L N ) and U = (U 1 , ..., U N ). This choice of the safety requirement to involve only the variables (x 1,1 , ..., x 1,N ) is motivated by the applications that we are targeting (see Section VI).
To the block triangular order preserving hybrid automaton, the following transition system corresponds. Let H = H 1 ||...||H N be the block triangular order preserving hybrid automaton with
be the transition system associated with H i and Σ H = (X, I, Y, τ, γ) be the one associated with H. We thus have that τ(x, u) = (τ 1 ( x 1 , u 1 
) with x i ∈ X i and u i = (σ i , u i ) ∈ I i . As a consequence, the escape set E for H = H 1 ||...||H N is the same as the escape set defined in Definition 1 for transition system Σ H .
IV. S 
Consider hybrid automaton H and letx ⊆ X. A state estimator for H of the type of the one in equation (1) can take, for example, the form
and
in which R(x) = {q ∈ Q | ∃ x ∈x, with, x ∈ Dom(q)} and x 0 = γ(y 0 ). One can verify that x k ∈x k for all k. This type of estimator is impractical for implementation because the setŝ x are in general infinite sets. However, since H is the parallel composition of order preserving (triangular) hybrid automata H i , we have that the update maps f i are order preserving and that γ(y i ) = [ γ(y i ), γ(y i )]. As a consequence, one can keep track of the lower and upper bounds ofx as follows. Let x = ( x 1 , ..., x N ) and x = ( x 1 , ..., x N ) , denote the upper and lower bounds ofx, respectively. Then, we have that x i = ( x 1,i , ..., x n,i ) ∈ R n and x i = ( x 1,i , ..., x n,i ) ∈ R n are the lower and the upper bounds ofx i , respectively, in whicĥ x i ⊆ R n is the state estimate of the component automaton H i . Then, the bounds ofx i for all i are updated according to the following equations
in which y ′ i is the output observation of H i ,Q i is the set of possible modes that are compatible with the interval of states
Proposition 1: Let {u k } k∈N be an input sequence for the block triangular order preserving hybrid automaton H = H 1 ||...||H N , and let {x k } k∈N and {y k } k∈N be the corresponding execution and output sequence. Let { x k } k∈N and { x k } k∈N with x = ( x 1 , ..., x N ) and x = ( x 1 , ..., x N ) be generated by equations (6-9). Then,
The proof of this proposition is a consequence of the order preserving property of f i and of the interval structure of γ(y i ). For more details on these types of estimators and for convergence conditions, the reader is referred to [15] .
V. C 
To solve Problem 1, we compute set E as follows. Denote F i (x 2,i , ..., x n,i , q i , u i ) := f 2,i (x 2,i , ..., x n,i ), ..., f n,i (x n i , q i , u i ) and
) and define x = (x 1 , ..., x N ). In particular, we have that E = {x | (x 1,1 , ..., x 1,N ) ∈ E * (x)}, in which E * (x) is given by the following algorithm.
with for k < k * (removing the dependence on x i for shortness of notation)
with k * the smallest k such that
For k ≥ k * , we instead define
If k * is finite, it means that the iteration of Algorithm 1 terminates. For termination conditions, the reader is referred to [13] . In order to solve Problem 1, one needs to check whether E ∩x = ∅ and in such a case compute a controller that guarantees that E ∩x ′ = ∅. We then proceed by giving two results. The first result exploits the structure of the set E and of the setx to provide a simple check for determining whether E ∩x = ∅. The second result provides a controller such that if E ∩x = ∅ then E ∩x ′ = ∅. First, let us give the following intermediate result that states that whenever x E (and thus (x 1,1 , ..., 
For the proof, the reader is referred to [13] . 
Proposition 3: We have that [ x, x] ∩ E = ∅ if and only if
By virtue of Proposition 2, we have that there is a pair of coordinates (i, j) such that ( Fig. 1 . Conceptual picture explaining how the controller exploits the order preserving property of the update map to maintain sets outside E. The picture shows a slice of E for a specific value of x i , x j in the x 1,i , x 1, j plane. The points on the lower dashed line are such that x 1, j > U k+1 j (x j ). Thus, there is an input u j that will map such points above
The points on the lower solid line are such that
Thus, there is an input u i that will map such points on the left of L
. Since this must be true for all
Since the same reasoning is true for all k, we have that
all k. This gives us the desired result. As a consequence of Proposition 3, to compute an input that maintains the intersection [ x k , x k ]∩E empty at all time it is then sufficient (and necessary) to compute a control law such that whenever [ x 1,1 ,
This control law can be easily computed by exploiting the order preserving properties of the map f i . We first make the following assumption Assumption 1: We assume that 
n be the updated values according to equations (6) and
In particular, such control laws are as follows:
) (the other case can be shown in a similar way). There are two cases:
In such a case, the update law is the
i , we will have that x 1,i > U k,a i ( x i ). Applying f 1,i both sides and taking into account that f 1,i preserves the ordering, we obtain that f 1,i 
By the fact that U i (·) are order reversing functions of their arguments, we have that
i ( x i ). Applying f 1,i both sides and taking into account that f 1,i preserves the ordering, we obtain that
In such a case, the update law is the one
) and the proof proceeds as in case (1) . The idea of this proposition is visualized in Figure 1 . All points that have the jth coordinate larger than U (7)). On the right, we show a slice of the set E at the initial time for the initial values of v 1 , v 2 .
Remark. The entire control strategy is established as follows. Based on the current values of x and of x, we predict the values of x and of x at the next step by using equations (6) and (7) VI. A  Example 1: Vehicles at a traffic intersection. Let us consider two vehicles converging to a traffic intersection (Figure 2) . The vehicle's physical motion can be modeled by considering its longitudinal dynamics along its geometric path (determined by the geometry of the lanes) following a similar modeling framework as performed in [3] . Let then x 1 and x 2 denote the position of the two vehicles along their path with respect to some fixed reference point. Let v 1 and v 2 be the velocities of the two cars along their lanes. We assume that each car dynamics along its lane can be modeled as a second order system, which in discrete time becomes:
in which ∆T is the time interval. The controller u i can directly affect the acceleration by acting on the throttle pedal or on the brake. The system also has the following constraints. When a vehicle is inside the intersection, it cannot stop as it has to free the intersection as soon as possible, while it can stop before entering the intersection. In addition, a vehicle cannot move backwards in its lane. These constraints can be modeled by requiring, for a suitable x (22). However, now the input sets will be different from the previous example. In digital control mode [16] , the input u i can take four values corresponding to a "hard-brake" mode, a "run-out" mode, a "constant-speed" mode, and an "acceleration" mode. Let these 4 values be denoted by respectively α, γ, δ, β so that α < γ < δ < β. Each vehicle dynamics can thus be modeled by a hybrid automaton with four modes such that q i = q 1,i iff u i = α, q i = q 2,i iff u i = γ, q i = q 3,i iff u 3 = δ, and q i = q 4,i iff u i = β. There are not autonomous switches in this system, so that for each train R(x i , v i , σ i ) = R(σ i ) where σ i is the discrete input.
For both examples, the measurement model is given by Y i = R and γ(y i ) = [y i − ∆, y i + ∆], in which ∆ can be an uncertainty of several meters. One can verify that the above models for each vehicle are triangular order preserving hybrid automata. The safety requirement is that the two vehicles never are in a ball of radius d around the conflict point C at the same time. This is encoded by a bad set B = {(
for suitable L 1 , U 1 , L 2 , U 2 ∈ R. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 were implemented for both examples and the results are shown in Figure 3 and in Figure 4 .
VII. C In this paper, we have presented a dynamic feedback algorithm for the class of block-triangular order preserving hybrid automata. By virtue of the structure of the system, the hybrid dynamics update map preserves the ordering of the continuous variables (component-wise partial ordering). This allows to construct a state estimator that only keeps track of suitable lower and upper bounds in the partial ordering. Such lower and upper bounds are then used by a safety control law that computes the control actions that guarantee that the state will be mapped outside the escape set. The proposed state estimation and control algorithms have linear complexity in the number of variables. Two application examples from the area of intelligent transportation systems are considered to show that the class of systems considered is general enough to model practically relevant systems. We will investigate in our future work extensions to the case in which the discrete state update map has memory and to the case in which the bad set B involves all the coordinates in the state space. 
